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Presentation Notes
Hi, my name is Sheila Gwizdak, and I’m the Headquarters Industrial Hygienist for the Bureau of Land Management. One of the roles of an Industrial Hygienist is to identify health hazards in the workplace, and find ways to mitigate those hazards in order to keep employees safe.  Today, I would like to take a moment to talk to you about lead that you may encounter during your volunteer cleanup activity.  Although lead can be a health hazard, you can easily protect yourself by following a few simple precautions.   



WHY ARE WE HERE?

 First, thank you 

 Lead is one of several possible health hazards

 Refer to your risk management worksheet
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Presentation Notes
First of all, thank you for your commitment to helping to keep our public lands clean and safe for future users.  Our goal is to help you to do this activity safely.  There are several possible health and safety hazards that you might encounter during your cleanup activity.  These will be discussed during the safety briefing before you begin.  This presentation is focused on how to protect you from lead while cleaning an area that has been used for target shooting.  



WHY ARE WE HERE?

 First, thank you 

 Lead is one of several possible health hazards

 Refer to your risk management worksheet
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Presentation Notes
Your risk management worksheet will outline safety hazards and mitigation actions for this and other identified health hazards.  



 Lead in ammunition
 Bullets
Casings/shells
 Primer (even most 

“lead-free” ammo!)

 Lead in shooting areas
 Bullets & casings
 Leach into soil 
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Presentation Notes
You might be asking yourself, how did the lead get there?  We often think of lead as being neatly contained in a lead bullet, and bullets are all lead-free now anyway, right?  Wrong.  Not only are most bullets still made of lead, but lead is also contained in the primer of even most lead-free bullets.  
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Casings/shells
 Primer (even most 
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Presentation Notes
When you fire a gun, very fine lead fragments come off of the bullet itself, as well as leaded dust from the primer.  The lead casing that falls to the ground will also have lead residue on it.  



 Lead in ammunition
 Bullets
Casings/shells
 Primer (even most 

“lead-free” ammo!)

 Lead in shooting areas
 Bullets & casings
 Leach into soil 
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These fine lead particles ultimately end up in the dirt of the shooting area. As spent ammunition sits on the soil and is exposed to the elements over the course of months or years, lead begins to leach into the soil.  



Some areas are hazardous waste!
Dirt
Trash
Anything used as a target

Metal Targets
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Presentation Notes
The upper left picture is from a cleanup organized by Arizona Game and Fish Department.  The volunteer is holding up a satellite dish which was used as a target.  Unfortunately, metal objects used as targets can cause bullets to fragment as they go through, increasing their exposure to the soil.  The picture on the lower right is the scene that is commonly encountered during shooting area cleanup activities.  Anything lying on the soil also becomes contaminated with lead, to include trash or anything used as a target.  Some of these shooting areas are now so heavily contaminated with lead, both the dirt and trash are considered to be hazardous waste. 



 Paint/water pipes in homes 
built before 1978

 Some workplaces

 Some glazed pots/dishware

 Stained glass

 Reloading/casting lead
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Now that I have you thinking about lead, keep in mind that target shooting areas are not the only place you and your family might be exposed to lead.  Any residence built before 1978 might have lead-based paint or water pipes made with lead. Some occupations might expose you to lead, such as some types of construction, automotive repair, and welding.  The glaze used on some plates and cookware may have been made with lead.  You might have hobbies that put you at risk, such as working with stained glass, reloading ammunition, or casting lead to make bullets or lead weights.  As a side note, never, ever, cast lead or reload ammunition in the living area or attached areas of your house.  Both of these hobbies create extremely fine lead particles, which are nearly impossible to contain and keep from migrating throughout your house. 



Adults: Impaired kidney, high blood pressure, heart 
disease, reproductive problems

Fetus: Premature birth or low birth weight, kidney 
and nervous system problems, miscarriage

Children: Behavior and learning problems, lower 
IQ, hyperactivity, slowed growth
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Why is it important to protect yourself and your family from lead? There is a lot of information out there on the effects of long- and short-term lead exposure, but I will keep this brief.  Adults with very high levels of lead in their blood may experience impaired kidney functions, high blood pressure, heart disease, and reproductive problems.  The developing fetus is especially at risk of premature birth or low birth weight, kidney and nervous system problems, or miscarriage.  Volunteers who are pregnant are advised not to perform cleanup activities involving lead.  Children are especially vulnerable to lead-related health effects, which include behavior and learning problems, lower IQ, hyperactivity, and slowed growth.  For these reasons, children are also advised not to perform cleanup activities. 



Effects well studied

 Some exposure today 
from homes, hobbies, 
and other sources

Brain & nervous 
system
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Unfortunately, there’s a lot of data on the adverse health effects of lead on children.  Most of this is from the time when lead-based paint and leaded gasoline were very prevalent in our communities.  Although not as common, some children are still exposed today.  Maybe they have cracked or peeling lead-based paint in their home, or their parents have hobbies that add lead into their environment.  Lead more seriously impacts children because of their developing bodies, to include their brain and nervous system.  



Brain & nervous 
system

Hand to mouth

 Stored in bones

 Look up “CDC + 
Lead” or 
https://www.cdc.gov/
nceh/lead/ for more 
info
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To make matters worse, very young children are more likely to put their hands and contaminated objects into their mouth, increasing the amount of lead that gets into their body.  They are also more likely to retain lead in their body, as lead can be stored like calcium their bones. This is especially true for children who are calcium and iron-deficient.  



Brain & nervous 
system

Hand to mouth

 Stored in bones

 Look up “CDC + 
Lead” or 
https://www.cdc.gov/
nceh/lead/ for more 
info

Look up “CDC + Lead” or 
https://www.cdc.gov/nceh/lead/ 
for more info

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Centers for Disease Control, or CDC, has a lot of useful information on protecting you and your family from lead.  To find this information, type “CDC lead” into your favorite search engine. 



 Presence of lead is not a 
hazard

Must enter the body to be a 
health risk

 Paths into the body:
 Inhalation
 Breathe in lead 

contaminated dust
 Ingestion
 Contaminated hands
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Presentation Notes
Now that we know why lead is bad for us, it is comforting to know that it cannot cause us any harm unless it gets into our body. Lead merely being present in your environment does not mean you are being exposed to it.  Lead cannot be absorbed though your skin into your body. The two main ways that lead can enter your body is through inhalation, meaning you breathe it in, or ingestion.  Ingestion doesn’t just mean eating something with lead in it, lead can be transferred into your mouth by eating, drinking, or using tobacco products when you have lead contamination on your hands or face.  You can also transfer lead into your personal vehicle and home if you wear contaminated clothing into those areas.



INHALATION RISK 
FACTORS

 Lead must be airborne

 Environmental risk factors
 Dry/dusty conditions
 Wind

 Work practice risk factors
 Shoveling/scooping/ 

raking
 Shaking dust off trash 
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Knowing how you can be exposed to lead is a huge step toward knowing how to protect yourself.  Lead doesn’t vaporize or off gas at normal temperatures the way solvents do.  And by “normal” temperatures, I mean anything less than 800 or so degrees Fahrenheit.  Even though the desert might feel like 800 degrees at times, it won’t even happen there.  However, those hot desert temperatures do cause the ground to become very dry and dusty, making it easier to stir up dust and any fine lead particles that may have accumulated there.  This can happen if you are working on a dry day with any wind, or if you are using work practices that kick up dust, such as raking, shoveling, or shaking dust off of dirty items.  



Cool, damp weather
Less likely to 

become airborne

Minimize dust by:
Avoid scooping, 

shoveling, raking
Use a picker to 

pick trash out of 
dirt
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There are many ways you can keep dust levels low enough to where you aren’t breathing them in.  Stop and ask yourself whether you are doing something that is going to create visible dust.  Ideally, plan your cleanup activities during the rainy season.  Damp soil will stay closer to the ground, and cooler weather will prevent it from drying out as fast.  Also consider the vegetation in your area.  If you are in a wooded area with a lot of ground cover, you won’t have as much dust as say, the desert with little vegetation.  



Cool, damp weather
Less likely to 

become airborne

Minimize dust by:
Avoid scooping, 

shoveling, raking
Use a picker to 

pick trash out of 
dirt
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Your work practices are also very important.  It is best to use a picker to pick debris out of the dirt rather than using a rake or shovel.  The picture here shows someone using a magnetic picker.  



Cool, damp weather
Less likely to 

become airborne

Minimize dust by:
Avoid scooping, 

shoveling, raking
Use a picker to 

pick trash out of 
dirt
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Heavy equipment such as a bucket loader does make easier work, but it can also create a lot of dust.  Again, consider your work conditions.  If you have a lot of trash and small debris to deal with and really need to employ those tools, try to plan your cleanup right after a good rain event where they won’t create so much dust. 



Do not eat, drink, or 
use tobacco during 
cleanup
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Now that you know the lead is there, keeping yourself from ingesting it is easy.  It all goes back to doing what you were told as a child; wash your hands before you eat!  Do not eat, drink, or use tobacco products while you are cleaning.  



Do not eat, drink, or 
use tobacco during 
cleanup
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This especially goes for chewing tobacco, because we were definitely told as children not to put our dirty hands into our mouths.  



Onsite meal not advised

 Plan offsite afterward 
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Presentation Notes
Although a post-cleanup meal is a great way to show your appreciation and enjoy some fellowship time with the volunteers after a job well done, this just isn’t a good idea at the cleanup site.  Ideally, it would be best to plan this at an off-site location after everyone has had a chance to clean up.  



 “Clean” area for drinking

 Physically remove dust
 Soap and water best
 Otherwise use wipes 
 Hand sanitizer does not 

remove lead
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There is one exception, I do want you to stay hydrated during the cleanup.  Designate a clean area outside of where people are actively picking up trash and keep your water there.  It is best to have a handwashing station in that area, equipped with soap and water.  If that just isn’t feasible, at least use some baby wipes or hand wipes to clean off as much of the dirt as you can before drinking. And remember that hand sanitizer only kills germs.  It does nothing to remove lead or any other kind of chemical contamination. 



 Washable is best

 Disposable gloves
 Won’t protect your 

hands from 
cuts/abrasions
 Will help to keep hands 

clean
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You are highly encouraged to wear work gloves during the cleanup to protect your hands from cuts and abrasions.  It’s best to wear washable gloves; otherwise, you can consider them to be forever contaminated. At the very minimum, use disposable gloves to help keep your hands clean.  Be sure to remove your gloves before eating or drinking.  



REDUCE “TAKE-
HOME” EXPOSURE

 Keep dust out of your car
 Bring clothing/shoes to 

change into or;
 Wear layers that can be 

removed
 Bring a towel to sit on

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do the best you can to keep lead contamination out of your car, and ultimately your home, when you’re done with the cleanup activity.  Ideally, bring some clean clothes and shoes you can change into when you’re done.  



REDUCE “TAKE-
HOME” EXPOSURE

 Keep dust out of your car
 Bring clothing/shoes to 

change into or;
 Wear layers that can be 

removed
 Bring a towel to sit on
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Or wear an outer layer than you can take off before getting into the car.  If you absolutely cannot do either of these, at least bring a towel or something to sit on to keep lead-contaminated dust from getting onto the seat of your car.  



 Keep dust out of your car
 Remove dust from shoes, clothing, 

gloves, hands, & face 
 Clean objects used at site

 Change clothes immediately when 
you get home

 Wash clothing separately
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Wash up the best you can before getting into your car.  Even wiping off as much dust as you can from your clothes, shoes, and any exposed skin using baby wipes or hand wipes will help.  Also wipe down anything you brought to the site that may have gotten contaminated.  Put any contaminated shoes, clothing, and gloves into a plastic bag to transport them in your car.  It is best to wash your contaminated clothing separately.  



 Safety hazards

 Dust in fur and paws

 Pets should stay home

 Law enforcement dogs
 Avoid getting soil onto fur
 Wipe fur and paws before 

entering vehicle
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Who doesn’t love taking their dog along on an outdoor activity?  However, there are many reasons to leave your pets at home for this one.  There are several hazards such as sharp objects and hazardous materials that your dog can get into while you’re out there.  Plus, with dogs being dogs, there is plenty of unpleasant stuff for them to roll around in at the cleanup site.  We just talked about how to keep you from bringing lead home on your clothes, this will be much more difficult with a dog.  If it is necessary to bring a dog to the cleanup site, such as in the case of law enforcement, make sure the dog does not lay or roll in the dirt.  Provide something for the dog to lay on that can be discarded or cleaned.  Wipe the dog’s fur and paws with baby wipes before allowing it into a vehicle.  



 Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
Lead: https://www.epa.gov/lead

 Centers for Disease Control (CDC) 
Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention: 
https://www.cdc.gov/nceh/lead/ 
default.htm 

U.S. Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
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In summary, we talked about a few simple steps you can take to protect yourself from lead exposure when cleaning up shooting areas. Understanding how you can be exposed to lead is key.  For more information on lead risks and how to minimize the risk of exposure, you can go to either the EPA or CDC lead websites.  You can pause the video to write down the links, or simply type “EPA + Lead” or “CDC + Lead” into your favorite search engine.  Again, thank you for helping to keep our public lands clean!
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